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Calendar of Events
2013 MWC Conference Delayed
due to Memo 29Sep12
Feb 25-28, Limited Participation
in TNT, Florida
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Military Wireless Team Members
(mail to: user@nps.edu)
Geoffrey Xie 
Professor, Computer Science 
mail: xie 
Frank Kragh 




Research Associate, Electrical Computer Engineering 
mail: dmiller
John Gibson 
Lecturer, Computer Science 
mail: jhgibson
Gurminder Singh, USMC 
Professor Computer Science 
mail: gsingh 
Robert Beverly 
Associate Professor, Computer Science 
mail: rbeverly 
Capt. Joshua Dixon, USMC 
PhD. Student, Software Engineering 
mail: jsdixon 
Charles Prince 
Research Associate, Computer Science 
mail: cdprince 
Affiliated Military Wireless Team Members
Thomas Anderson 
Research Associate, TRADOC Analysis Center (TRAC) 
mail: tsanders 
Brian Steckler 
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1st Marine Expeditionary Force Marine Special Operations Command
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More to come soon
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